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Nisei Daughter
Asian American literature dates back to the close of the 19th century, and during
the years following World War II it significantly expanded in volume and diversity.
Monumental in scope, this encyclopedia surveys Asian American literature from
its origins through 2007. Included are more than 270 alphabetically arranged
entries on writers, major works, significant historical events, and important terms
and concepts. Thus the encyclopedia gives special attention to the historical,
social, cultural, and legal contexts surrounding Asian American literature and
central to the Asian American experience. Each entry is written by an expert
contributor and cites works for further reading, and the encyclopedia closes with
a selected, general bibliography of essential print and electronic resources. While
literature students will value this encyclopedia as a guide to writings by Asian
Americans, the encyclopedia also supports the social studies curriculum by
helping students use literature to learn about Asian American history and culture,
as it pertains to writers from a host of Asian ethnic and cultural backgrounds,
including Afghans, Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, Filipinos, Iranians, Indians,
Vietnamese, Hawaiians, and other Asian Pacific Islanders. The encyclopedia
supports the literature curriculum by helping students learn more about Asian
American literature. In addition, it supports the social studies curriculum by
helping students learn about the Asian American historical and cultural
experience.
An American born Japanese girl "tells the story of her growing up, and how her
experiences finally led her to appreciate her dual heritage. Childhood in Seattle, a
visit to Japan, war years in detention camp and final emergence [are described]."
Takaki traces the economic and political history of Indians, African Americans,
Mexicans, Japanese, Chinese, Irish, and Jewish people in America, with
considerable attention given to instances and consequences of racism. The
narrative is laced with short quotations, cameos of personal experiences, and
excerpts from folk music and literature. Well-known occurrences, such as the
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire, the Trail of Tears, the Harlem Renaissance, and
the Japanese internment are included. Students may be surprised by some of the
revelations, but will recognize a constant thread of rampant racism. The author
concludes with a summary of today's changing economic climate and offers
Rodney King's challenge to all of us to try to get along. Readers will find this
overview to be an accessible, cogent jumping-off place for American history and
political science plus a guide to the myriad other sources identified in the notes.
Provides a comprehensive reference to the novel in American literature with over
900 entries containing critical analyses and synopses of individual novels,
novelist biographies, essays on fiction genres, and more.
Looks at literature, written since World War II, by immigrants to the United States.
Asian American Women brings together landmark scholarship about Asian
American women that has appeared in Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies
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over the last twenty-five years. The essays, written by established and emerging
scholars, made a significant impact in the fields of Asian American studies, ethnic
studies, women?s studies, American studies, history, and pedagogy. The
scholarship is still relevant today?broadening our critical understanding of Asian
American women?s resistance to the forces of racism, patriarchy, militarism,
cultural imperialism, neocolonialism, and narrow forms of nationalism. The
essays in this collection reveal the experiences and struggles of Asian American
women within a global political, economic, cultural, and historical context. The
essays focus on diverse issues, including unconventional Asian American
women of the early 1900s; the life of a Japanese war bride; possibilities for
transnational Asian American feminism; the politics of Vietnamese American
beauty pageants; mixed race identities and bisexual identities; Filipina healthcare
providers; South Asian American representations; and a multiracial exchange on
pedagogical interventions. The collection represents the rich diversity of Asian
American women?s lives in hope of creating a new transnational space of critical
dialogue, strategic resistance, and alliance building.
Negotiating Identities is a study of the development of writing by Asian American
women in the 20th century, with particular emphasis on the successful late 20th
century writers such as Maxine Hong Kingston, Amy Tan, Joy Kogawa, Bharati
Mukherjee, and Gish Jen. It relates the development of Asian writing by women
in America – with a comparative element incorporating Britain – to a series of
theoretical preoccupations: the mother/daughter dyad, biracialism, ethnic
histories, citizenship, genre, and the idea of 'home'.
Contested Boundaries: A New Pacific Northwest History is an engaging,
contemporary look at the themes, events, and people that have shaped the
history of the Pacific Northwest over the last two centuries. An engaging look at
the themes, events, and people that shaped the Pacific Northwest – Washington,
Oregon, and Idaho – from when only Native Peoples inhabited the land through
the twentieth century. Twelve theme-driven essays covering the human and
environmental impact of exploration, trade, settlement and industrialization in the
nineteenth century, followed by economic calamity, world war and globalization in
the twentieth. Written by two professors with over 20 years of teaching
experience, this work introduces the history of the Pacific Northwest in a style
that is accessible, relevant, and meaningful for anyone wishing to learn more
about the region’s recent history. A companion website for students and
instructors includes test banks, PowerPoint presentations, student selfassessment tests, useful primary documents, and resource links:
www.wiley.com/go/jepsen/contestedboundaries.
The essays in this collection explore the many difficulties created by the fact that
white scholars greatly outnumber black scholars in the study and teaching of
African American literature. Contributors, including some of the most prominent
theorists in the field as well as younger scholars, examine who is speaking, what
is being spoken and what is not, and why framing African American literature in
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terms of an exclusive black/white racial divide is problematic and limiting. In
highlighting the ""whiteness"" of some African Americanists, the collection does
not imply that the teac.
A Companion to Asian American Studies is comprised of 20 previously published
essays that have played an important historical role in the conceptualization of
Asian American studies as a field. Essays are drawn from international
publications, from the 1970s to the present Includes coverage of psychology,
history, literature, feminism, sexuality, identity politics, cyberspace, pop culture,
queerness, hybridity, and diasporic consciousness Features a useful introduction
by the editor reviewing the selections, and outlining future possibilities for the
field Can be used alongside Asian American Studies After Critical Mass, edited
by Kent A. Ono, for a complete reference to Asian American Studies.
To talk about "political style" is to acknowledge a dynamic and somewhat
improvisational approach to politics; it is to acknowledge the need to work within
the limits presented by tradition, resources, and social context. To speak of
"political style" in relation to a particular ethnic group is to recognize their agency
in shaping their history.In Nisei/Sansei: Shifting Japanese American Identities
and Politics, Jere Takahashi challenges studies that describe the Japanese
American community's essentially linear process toward assimilation into U.S.
society. As he develops a complex and nuanced account of Japanese American
life, he shows that a diversity of opinion and debate about effective political
strategy characterized each generation of Japanese Americans. As he
investigates the ways in which each generation attempted to advance its
interests and concerns, he uncovers the struggles over key issues and
introduces the community activists whose voices have been muffled by
assimilation narratives.Takahashi's approach to political style includes the ways
that Japanese Americans mustered and managed political resources, but also
encompasses their on-going efforts at self-definition. His focus, then, is on
personal and social action; on individual activists, power, and ideological shifts
within the community, and generational change. In telling the story of the
community's complex and dynamic relationship to the larger society, he highlights
individuals who contributed to the struggles and debates that paved the way for
the emergence of a distinct Japanese American identity. Author note: Jere
Takahashi teaches Asian American Studies at the University of California,
Berkeley.
Rediscovering the writings of early Asian America.
This critical study of Asian American literature discusses work by internationally
successful writers such as Maxine Hong Kingston, Chang-rae Lee, Bharati
Mukherjee, Amy Tan and others in their historical, cultural and critical contexts.
The focus of the book is on contemporary writing, from the 1970s onwards,
although it also traces over a hundred years of Asian American literary
production in prose, poetry, drama and criticism. The main body of the book
comprises five periodized chapters that highlight important events in a nationPage 3/8
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state that has historically rendered Asian Americans invisible. Of particular
importance to the writers selected for case studies are questions of racial identity,
cultural history and literary value with respect to dominant American ideologies.
In the late nineteenth century, midwifery was transformed into a new woman's
profession as part of Japan's modernizing quest for empire. With the rise of
Japanese immigration to the United States, Japanese midwives (sanba) served
as cultural brokers as well as birth attendants for Issei women. They actively
participated in the creation of Japanese American community and culture as
preservers of Japanese birthing customs and agents of cultural change. The
history of Japanese American midwifery reveals the dynamic relationship
between this welfare state and the history of women and health. Midwives'
individual stories, coupled with Susan L. Smith's astute analysis, demonstrate the
impossibility of clearly separating domestic policy from foreign policy, public
health from racial politics, medical care from women's care giving, and the history
of women and health from national and international politics. By setting the
history of Japanese American midwives in this larger context, Smith reveals littleknown ethnic, racial, and regional aspects of women's history and the history of
medicine.
Presents a series of essays about the internment of Japanese Americans during
World War II and the impact of the subject's treatment by Caucasian writers on
post-war America.
This volume stems from the idea that the notion of borders and borderlines as
clear-cut frontiers separating not only political and geographical areas, but also
cultural, linguistic and semiotic spaces, does not fully address the complexity of
contemporary cultural encounters. Centering on a whole range of literary works
from the United States and the Caribbean, the contributors suggest and discuss
different theoretical and methodological grounds to address the literary
production taking place across the lines in North American and Caribbean
culture. The volume represents a pioneering attempt at proposing the concept of
the border as a useful paradigm not only for the study of Chicano literature but
also for the other American literatures. The works presented in the volume
illustrate various aspects and manifestations of the textual border(lands), and
explore the double-voiced discourse of border texts by writers like Harriet E.
Wilson, Rudolfo Anaya, Toni Morrison, Cormac McCarthy, Louise Erdrich,
Helena Viramontes, Paule Marshall and Monica Sone, among others. This book
is of interest for scholars and researchers in the field of comparative American
studies and ethnic studies.
Emergent U.S. Literatures introduces readers to the foundational writers and texts
produced by four literary traditions associated with late-twentieth-century US
multiculturalism. Examining writing by Native Americans, Hispanic Americans, Asian
Americans, and gay and lesbian Americans after 1968, Cyrus R. K. Patell compares
and historicizes what might be characterized as the minority literatures within “U.S.
minority literature.” Drawing on recent theories of cosmopolitanism, Patell presents
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methods for mapping the overlapping concerns of the texts and authors of these
literatures during the late twentieth century. He discusses the ways in which literary
marginalization and cultural hybridity combine to create the grounds for literature that is
truly “emergent” in Raymond Williams’s sense of the term—literature that produces
“new meanings and values, new practices, new relationships and kinds of
relationships” in tension with the dominant, mainstream culture of the United States. By
enabling us to see the American literary canon through the prism of hybrid identities
and cultures, these texts require us to reevaluate what it means to write (and read) in
the American grain. Emergent U.S. Literatures gives readers a sense of how these
foundational texts work as aesthetic objects—rather than merely as sociological
documents—crafted in dialogue with the canonical tradition of so-called “American
Literature,” as it existed in the late twentieth century, as well as in dialogue with each
other.
These letters tell the story of a young American woman of Japanese descent who was
stranded in Japan during World War II. They chronicle her turbulent life from her arrival
in Japan through her experiences as a civilian employee of U.S. forces in the first years
of the American occupation.
A collection of ten immigrant stories from 1773 to 1986 by men and women from
European, Latin American, and Asian countries which are based on letters, diaries, and
oral histories.
-- Presents the most important 20th-century criticism on major works from The Odyssey
through modern literature. -- The critical essays reflect a variety of schools of criticism.
-- Contains critical biographies, notes on the contributing critics, a chronology of the
author's life, and an index
The Historical Dictionary of Asian American Literature and Theater covers the history of
Asian American literature and theater through a chronology, an introductory essay, and
an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 600 cross-referenced entries
on authors, books, and genres. This book is an excellent access point for students,
researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about this important topic.
Asian Americans have made many significant contributions to industry, science,
politics, and the arts. At the same time, they have made great sacrifices and endured
enormous hardships. This reference examines autobiographies and memoirs written by
Asian Americans in the 20th century. Included are alphabetically arranged entries on 60
major autobiographers of Asian descent. Each entry provides biographical information,
a discussion of major autobiographical works and themes, a review of the writer's
critical reception, and primary and secondary bibliographies. The volume begins with an
introductory overview of Asian American autobiography and closes with a selected,
general bibliography of critical studies.
Even before wartime incarceration, Japanese Americans largely lived in separate
cultural communities from their West Coast neighbors. Although the Nisei children, the
American-born second generation, were U.S. citizens and were integrated in public
schools, they were socially isolated in many ways from their peers. These young
women found rapport in ethnocultural youth organizations, a forgotten world of female
friendship and camaraderie that Valerie J. Matsumoto recovers in this book. Through
extensive networks of social clubs, young Japanese American women competed in
sports, socialized with young men, and forged enduring friendships. During the 1920s
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and 1930s, Nisei girls' organizations flourished in Los Angeles, then home to the largest
Japanese American population. In clubs with names such as the Junior Misses and
Tartanettes, girls gained leadership training, took part in community service, found jobs,
and enjoyed beach outings and parties. Often sponsored by the YWCA, Buddhist
temples, and Christian churches, these groups served as a bulwark against racial
discrimination, offering a welcoming space that helped young women navigate between
parental expectations and the lure of popular culture. Indeed, their dances, meetings,
and athletic events filled the social calendars in the ethnic press. As cultural mediators
and ethnic representatives, these urban teenagers bridged the cultures of the Japanese
American community and mainstream society, whether introducing new foods, holidays,
and rituals into the home or dancing in kimono at civic events. Some expressed
themselves as poets, writers, and journalists and took leading roles in the development
of a Nisei literary network. Women's organizing skills and work would prove critical to
the support of their families during World War II incarceration and community rebuilding
in the difficult years of resettlement. By bringing to life a dynamic and long-lasting world
of friendship circles and clubs, City Girls highlights the ways in which urban Nisei
daughters claimed modern femininity, an American identity, and public space from the
Jazz Age through the postwar era.
A survey of Asian American literature.

In this dramatic and page-turning narrative history of Japanese Americans
before, during, and after their World War II incarceration, Susan H. Kamei
weaves the voices of over 130 individuals who lived through this tragic episode,
most of them as young adults. It’s difficult to believe it happened here, in the
Land of the Free: After the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941, the United States
government forcibly removed more than 120,000 persons of Japanese ancestry
from the Pacific Coast and imprisoned them in desolate detention camps until the
end of World War II just because of their race. In what Secretary Norman Y.
Mineta describes as a “landmark book,” he and others who lived through this
harrowing experience tell the story of their incarceration and the long-term impact
of this dark period in American history. For the first time, why and how these
tragic events took place are interwoven with more than 130 individual voices of
those who were unconstitutionally incarcerated, many of them children and
young adults. Now more than ever, their words will resonate with readers who
are confronting questions about racial identity, immigration, and citizenship, and
what it means to be an American.
The Columbia Guide to Asian American Literature Since 1945
Presents a reference on Asian-American literature providing profiles of AsianAmerican writers and their works.
Alphabetically arranged entries in five chronological volumes focus on individual
authors, works, and topics related to multiethnic American literature.
A detailed portrait of one assembly center for Japanese American internees
Rejection and Disaffiliation in Twenty-First Century American Immigration
Narratives examines changing attitudes about national sovereignty and affiliation.
Katie Daily delinks twenty-first century American immigration narratives from
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9/11, examining genre alterations within a scope of literary analysis that is wider
than what “post-9/11” allows. What emerges is an understanding of the speed at
which the rhetoric and aims of many twenty-first century immigration narratives
significantly depart from the traditions established post-1900. Daily investigates a
recent trend in which novelists and filmmakers question what it means to be an
immigrant in contemporary America and explores how these “disaffiliation”
narratives challenge some of the most fundamental traditions in American
literature and society.
First Published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
A Study Guide for Monica Sone's "Nisei Daughter," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Literary Themes for Students: Race and Prejudice. This concise study
guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study
questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For
any literature project, trust Literary Themes for Students: Race and Prejudice for
all of your research needs.
Have you been wishing to read "Nisei Daughter" by Monica Sone but don't have the
time to read the 300-page book or are looking for a reading companion that will help
you grasp everything you are reading for easy reference? If you've answered YES,
keep reading... You've Just Discovered The Most Detailed Chapter-To-Chapter
Summary Of "Nisei Daughter" By Monica Sone! Summary And Study Guide Of Nisei
Daughter If you are curious to know answers to Your questions regarding Nisei
Daughter, you are in luck, as this book breaks down the 300 pages into value-packed
60 pages that will help you grasp the main things talked about in each chapter! This
book summary features: * Summary * Story Analysis * Character Analysis * Themes *
Symbols & Motifs * Literary Devices * Important Quotes * Essay Topics Yes, if you feel
you need more than a book review to decide whether to read Nisei Daughter, then this
Summary of Nisei Daughter is a must-read! Note: This is an unofficial companion book
to Monica Sone's popular book "Nisei Daughter" - it is meant to improve your reading
experience and is not the original book! Scroll up and click Buy Now With 1-Click or Buy
Now to start reading!
Since 1855, nearly half a million Japanese immigrants have settled in the United
States, and today more than twice that number claim Japanese ancestry. While these
immigrants worked hard, established networks, and repeatedly distinguished
themselves as entrepreneurs, they also encountered harsh discrimination. Nowhere
was this more evident than on the West Coast during World War II, when virtually the
entire population of Japanese Americans was forced into internment camps solely on
the basis of ethnicity.
In the United States, perhaps no minority group is considered as "model" or successful
as the Asian American community. Rather than living in ominous "ghettoes," Asian
Americans are described as residing in positive-sounding "ethnic enclaves." Writing the
Ghetto helps clarify the hidden or unspoken class inequalities faced by Asian
Americans, while insightfully analyzing the effect such notions have had on their literary
voices. Yoonmee Chang examines the class structure of Chinatowns, Koreatowns,
Little Tokyos, and Little Indias, arguing that ghettoization in these spaces is disguised.
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She maintains that Asian American literature both contributes to and challenges this
masking through its marginalization by what she calls the "ethnographic imperative."
Chang discusses texts from the late nineteenth century to the present, including those
of Sui Sin Far, Winnifred Eaton, Monica Sone, Fae Myenne Ng, Chang-rae Lee, S.
Mitra Kalita, and Nam Le. These texts are situated in the contexts of the Chinese
Exclusion Era, Japanese American internment during World War II, the globalization of
Chinatown in the late twentieth century, the Vietnam War, the 1992 Los Angeles riots,
and the contemporary emergence of the "ethnoburb."
In Immigrant Acts, Lisa Lowe argues that understanding Asian immigration to the
United States is fundamental to understanding the racialized economic and political
foundations of the nation. Lowe discusses the contradictions whereby Asians have
been included in the workplaces and markets of the U.S. nation-state, yet, through
exclusion laws and bars from citizenship, have been distanced from the terrain of
national culture. Lowe argues that a national memory haunts the conception of Asian
American, persisting beyond the repeal of individual laws and sustained by U.S. wars in
Asia, in which the Asian is seen as the perpetual immigrant, as the “foreigner-within.”
In Immigrant Acts, she argues that rather than attesting to the absorption of cultural
difference into the universality of the national political sphere, the Asian immigrant—at
odds with the cultural, racial, and linguistic forms of the nation—displaces the temporality
of assimilation. Distance from the American national culture constitutes Asian American
culture as an alternative site that produces cultural forms materially and aesthetically in
contradiction with the institutions of citizenship and national identity. Rather than a sign
of a “failed” integration of Asians into the American cultural sphere, this critique
preserves and opens up different possibilities for political practice and coalition across
racial and national borders. In this uniquely interdisciplinary study, Lowe examines the
historical, political, cultural, and aesthetic meanings of immigration in relation to Asian
Americans. Extending the range of Asian American critique, Immigrant Acts will interest
readers concerned with race and ethnicity in the United States, American cultures,
immigration, and transnationalism.
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